Paraphysics Links on the Internet

Dr. Tenti's page on The Paraphysics of Star Trek

Other journals that deal (at least in part) with paraphysics

The Journal of Scientific Exploration
Subtle Energies Journal
The Electronic Journal for Anomalous Phenomena
P&P - Physics and Psi
PSYCHE: an interdisciplinary journal of research on consciousness
The Journal of Ideas
The Journal of Consciousness Studies

Research Projects, Labs and Conferences that deal with paraphysics or paraphysical subjects

DMILS: Direct Mental Interactions with Living Systems
The Center for Frontier Sciences (Temple University), the Center's Basic Research Links offers a good starting point for further searches about paraphysics and related subjects.

Association for the Scientific Study of Consciousness

Physics of Consciousness Research Group

The Institute for New Energy

Obscure Research Laboratory

GGEEPP: Les WEB de la Parapsychologie

The Science and Medical Network

The Intuition Network has discussion groups on the web that include some of the top people conducting parapsychical research.

Tucson II Conference on Consciousness, "Toward a Science of Consciousness 1996" especially the section on Physics and Mathematics

Conference on Consciousness at Elsinore, "Toward a Science of Consciousness 1997"

Tucson III Conference on Consciousness, "Toward a Science of Consciousness 1998," especially the section Physical and Biological Sciences

There are several parapsychology labs that conduct research in paraphysics. These can be found on the parapsychology resource lists cited below.
Important Physics and related sources that contain links to paraphysical subjects

Physics around the world

TIPTOP: The Internet Pilot to Physics, with specific articles listed through The Net
Advance of Physics

Hopkins Philosophy Pages

PhysLINK: The Ultimate Physics Resource, see New Theories in Physics for articles on topics in advanced physics

Quantum-d

What's New and Cool Links, a real grab-bag of links, which has some good links to advanced physical and paraphysical subjects.

JSE Links

Personal home pages and similar links for paraphysics and paraphysical subjects

Brian Josephson's Information about Parapsychology page

Vic Mansfield's Home Page

Jack Sarfatti's Vanity Home Page

Sergio Frasca's Home Page

Home Page for Michio Kaku

HYPER HYPER! Ms. Guidance to Xtra Dimensions

New and Alternative Theories of Physics by Phil Gibbs [This is an excellent, if not the best, resource for new and controversial theories in physics]

The Interscience Review, published by Joel Henkel
Articles that fall within the scope of paraphysics as set forth in the *Yggdrasil*

Edwin May's commentary on the [DOD StarGate Program](#)

*What's DAT all about?* by Doctor Why [Jack Sarfatti?]

[UFOs and Mainstream Science](#) by Bernard Haisch

[Meta Fracture Physics Using Scanning Electron Microscopy and the Theory of Teleneural Interactions](#) by Wilbur Franklin

Papers on [Dualism: Mind-Body Interaction](#) by John Beloff, in particular *Could There be a Physical Explanation for Psi?*

IBM announces [Quantum Teleportation](#)

[CIA Initiated RV Program at SRI](#), by Hal Puthoff

[Quantum Quackery](#), commentary by Jack Sarfatti

[EPR](#)

[PK Effect on Pre-Recorded Targets](#) by Helmut Schmidt

[Comparison of PK Action on Two Different Random Number Generators](#) by Helmut Schmidt

A series of papers appearing in Volume 2 of *Psyche*, dedicated to Roger Penrose's book *Shadows of the Mind*:

......... *Can Physics Provide a Theory of Consciousness?* by Bernard J. Baars

......... *Is Quantum Mechanics relevant to understanding consciousness?* by Stanley Klein

......... *Roger Penrose's Gravitonic Brains* by Hans Moravec

......... *Awareness and Understanding in Computer Programs* by John McCarthy

......... *Beyond the Doubting of a Shadow* by Roger Penrose

*Why Classical Mechanics Cannot Naturally Accommodate Consciousness but Quantum Mechanics Can* by Henry Stapp
Why the Difference between Quantum and Classical Mechanics is Irrelevant to the Mind/Body Problem by Kirk Ludwig

On the End of the Quantum Mechanical Romance by Gregory R. Mulhauser

Contemporary Philosophy of Mind: An Annotated Bibliography by David J. Chalmers

Miracles of the Mind by Russell Targ and Jane Katra

Jung, ESP and Physics by Vic Mansfield

Hyperspace FAQs by Michio Kaku

Important sites for parapsychology which have some paraphysics content

PARAPSYCHOLOGY FAQ 1
PARAPSYCHOLOGY FAQ 2
PARAPSYCHOLOGY FAQ 3

Resource sites for parapsychology and the paranormal

Explore Parapsychology, by Michael Daniels

Parapsychology Sources on the Internet, by Fiona Steinkamp

Parapsychology Sources

Mike Levin's Parapsychology/Fringe Science Page

Parapsychology, Psychokinesis, and Scientific Information

Yahoo! - Science: Alternative: Paranormal Phenomena
David Kortenkamp's Home Page, especially his Bibliography on Consciousness/Parapsychology/Transpersonal Psychology

Parapsychology labs, organizations and journals are listed separately on the above resources lists. Direct information on parapsychology is not included in this list although there is a great deal of interaction between paraphysics and parapsychology. These two sciences are "fraternal twins," one covering mind and the other one covering the body portion of the mind/matter dichotomy.
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